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A Visionary Subsidiary of the Matajar Group



Matajar Group is a leader in the UAE's e-commerce sector,
combining innovation, technology, and customer-focused
solutions to redefine online retail. The company leverages

progressive technology to provide streamlined, effective, and
engaging shopping experiences and has two subsidiaries:

MTecho.tech and BizFuel. MTecho.tech specializes in mobile and
web app development for e-commerce and quick commerce
platforms, while BizFuel empowers and accelerates business

growth through financial and strategic support. Led by CEO Mr.
Muhammed Dhilshad, Matajar Group, MTecho.tech, and BizFuel set

pioneering standards in the e-commerce landscape.

WHO WE ARE ?
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MATAJAR GROUP!



MTecho.tech is a company led by CEO
Muhammed Dhilshad that specializes in
e-commerce and quick commerce
solutions for mobile and web app
development. They aim to enhance the
online shopping experience for
customers and provide innovative
solutions for businesses using market
insights and technological expertise.
MTecho.tech creates user-friendly,
secure, and scalable e-commerce
platforms and is a subsidiary of the
Matajar Group, reinforcing their digital
presence and diversification strategy.

Introduction
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OUR APPS

A user-friendly app for
top clients.

Easy-to-use panel
for administrators.

The app is praised for
its user-friendliness by

the store manager.

MTecho.tech: Pioneering E-Commerce Solutions
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OUR APPLICATION FEATURES

Mobile App Facilities: Web App Facilities:

AI-Driven Personalization:
Utilizes advanced AI algorithms to analyze
customer preferences and behavior.
Offers personalized shopping experiences and
product recommendations.

Real-Time Locator & Delivery Tracking:
GPS-enabled tracking for deliveries, offering
customers real-time updates.
Features dynamic route optimization for
efficient delivery management.

Secure Mobile Payment Gateway:
Supports multiple payment options with
advanced security protocols.
Ensures smooth and secure transaction
processing directly from the mobile app.

Comprehensive Product Database:
Access to an extensive collection of over 35,000
product SKUs.
Seamless integration for retail and e-commerce
platforms, enhancing the shopping experience.

User-Friendly Interface:
Intuitive design for easy navigation and efficient
product searching.
Responsive layout optimized for various devices
and screen sizes.

Robust Back-End Support:
Ensures secure data processing and system
integration.
Scalable infrastructure to handle high traffic and
maintain performance.
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Customer Interaction Management:
Advanced system for handling all customer interactions seamlessly.
Features include customer service interfaces, order tracking, and feedback
collection.
Enhanced CRM integration to manage customer data effectively and efficiently.

Security:
State-of-the-art security measures to protect customer data and transactions.
Regular updates and patches to safeguard against new threats.
Compliance with industry-standard data protection regulations to ensure user
privacy and trust.

Scalability:
Designed to efficiently handle increasing loads and user numbers.
Flexible architecture that grows with your business needs.
Ensures consistent performance during peak traffic periods and business
scaling.

ROBUST BACK-END SUPPORT
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USER-FRIENDLY STORE MANAGER BY MTECHO.TECH
Real-Time Stock Management:

Innovative system to monitor and manage stock levels in
real time.
Automated alerts for low stock, ensuring optimal
inventory levels.
Integration with supply chain management for efficient
restocking.

ERP Integration:
Seamless connectivity with Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) systems.
Synchronizes sales, purchasing, and inventory data for
cohesive management.
Facilitates better decision-making with consolidated
business information.

Intuitive Interface:
User-centric design for ease of navigation and operation.
Customizable dashboards to suit different managerial
needs.
Simplified reporting and analytics tools for insightful
business oversight.
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REAL-TIME LOCATOR & DELIVERY APP BY
MTECHO.TECH

Real-Time Tracking:
Advanced GPS technology for real-time tracking of deliveries.
Provides customers with live updates on their order status and expected delivery time.
Enhances transparency and trust by allowing customers to monitor their orders in real
time.

Route Optimization:
Utilizes dynamic algorithms for efficient route planning.
Reduces delivery times by calculating the quickest and most efficient routes.
Adapts to real-time conditions like traffic, ensuring timely deliveries.

Order Management:
Streamlined interface for easy management of incoming and ongoing orders.
Features like order assignment, status updates, and delivery confirmation.
Integrated communication tools for coordination between dispatchers and delivery
personnel.
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EXPERIENCE AND EXPERTISE AT
MTECHO.TECH

Leadership experience includes
a CEO with over 4 years of
experience in steering the
company towards innovative
digital solutions. They have
expertise in strategic planning
and business development in
the tech sector.

The team is composed of skilled
app developers, data analysts, and
marketing specialists who are
proficient in AI integration, user
experience design, and e-
commerce strategies. They
partner with different companies
to provide advanced e-commerce
solutions, enhance digital retail
presence, and revolutionize online
shopping platforms.
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Pioneering Role in E-Commerce:
MTecho.tech is at the vanguard of digital transformation in e-commerce.
A key contributor to reshaping the online shopping experience in the UAE.

Innovative Solutions:
Continuously introduces cutting-edge solutions, like AI-driven personalization
and real-time delivery tracking.
Dedication to innovation ensures that MTecho.tech stays ahead of market
trends.

Future Outlook:
Committed to expanding its technological footprint in the e-commerce sector.
Plans to integrate more advanced technologies like machine learning and
blockchain for enhanced security and efficiency.
Aims to broaden its service offerings, both geographically and across different
market segments.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
OUTLOOK OF MTECHO.TECH
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OUR CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY STACK AT
MTECHO.TECH

At mtecho.tech, we employ a sophisticated and modern technology stack to
develop and manage our applications. For Android apps, we utilize the Kotlin
language, renowned for its efficiency and interoperability with Java. Our iOS
applications are crafted using Swift, known for its powerful yet intuitive
programming approach. The backend of our systems is powered by Node.js,
offering scalability and performance. The admin panels are designed using
AngularJS, providing a robust framework for dynamic web apps. Our server needs
are catered to by AWS, ensuring reliable and scalable cloud services. Lastly, our
databases are managed using MongoDB, a flexible NoSQL database, which supports
our need for high-volume data storage and retrieval. This combination of
technologies ensures that we deliver cutting-edge, efficient, and user-friendly
digital solutions
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THANK YOU 
Contact Us at MTecho.tech

Contact Mobile:+971-54-997-8780
info@matajargroup.com
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